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Solar Probe 
On the 12th of August the Parker Solar Probe, a robotic 
spacecraft that will probe the outer layer of the sun’s surface, 
the corona, was launched. This long-exposure photograph 
captures the launch of the rocket carrying the Solar Probe, 
named after Eugene Parker who formulated the first theoretical 
model of solar wind. The primary mission of the spacecraft is 
studying the dynamics of the sun's electromagnetic field and 
the composition of the solar wind as well as acquiring images 
of the corona. This will be achieved by carrying out four major 
experiments: Electric Fields Investigation (FIELDS), Integrated 
Science Investigation of the Sun which will measure high-
energetic particles emanating from the sun, Wide-field Imager 
for Solar Probe (WISPR) and Solar Wind Electrons Alphas and 
Protons (SWEAP), which is used to determine the particle 
composition of the solar wind and the particles' properties.

As the Solar Probe will be closer to the sun than any other 
spacecraft has ever been, reaching distances within 6.9 
million kilometers of the sun at closest approach, the 
probe has to withstand extremely high temperatures and 
electromagnetic radiation. To protect the spacecraft from 
these extreme conditions, a cutting-edge heat shield, the 
Thermal Protection System (TPS) is installed on the probe. 
At closest approach of the sun, temperatures of over a 
thousand degrees Celsius will be reached. But thanks to the 
revolutionary heat shield, consisting of two carbon-carbon 
panels and a carbon-composite core, the temperature of the 
instruments will only be around 30 degrees, which is a relatively 
comfortable temperature for the instruments to operate on.

The mission will take seven years, in which the probe orbits 
around the sun 24 times. Over these seven years a tremendous 
amount of data will be gathered, which will hopefully answer 
some of the still unanswered mysteries in heliophysics. 

IN THE P!CTURE
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CONTENTS
EDITORIAL
In front of you lies the fall edition of the N!. One 
of the recurring topics in this edition is space. 
Just like the vastness of space, the amount of 
topics about space is vast as well. This edition 
covers topics ranging from Soviet conspiracies 
about cosmology to the Aeolus weather satellite.

Talking about places far away, in this edition 
Joep Nieuwdorp gives a detailed report of 
a group of 24 students which went on a trip 
to the USA and Canada. He takes you on a 
journey of high-tech institutes such as MIT and 
Harvard and stunning nature. As a cherry on 
top he shares some great holiday pictures. 

However, not everything in this edition is about 
topics which are as far away as space or North 
America. Willemijn goes in great detail to tell 
you about her experiences of her external 
internship in Barcelona. Here she tells you about 
her pioneering in a certain subject in Quantum 
nano-optoelectronics, while also 
enticing you to visit the beautiful city 
of Barcelona if you haven’t yet!

While Willemijn tells you a bit about her 
experiences in doing research abroad, 
Niels Smith, editor from STOOR, give the 
Bachelor's students some tips on and insight 
into their first real research project, the BEP! 
Furthermore, he has also interviewed some 
students who carried out their BEP this year 
who share their experiences with you.

Not only do BEP students experience immense 
pressure while carrying out their project, it 
appears that protons also experience a huge 
amount of pressure, although of a different kind. 
Pim Keizer dives into the ocean of subatomic 
particle physics to explain to you what kind 
of pressure protons experience, while also 
teaching you how to read a Feynmann diagram!

A topic which may not be as physics-related 
as one would expect from the N! is covered 
in this edition too. Jens Peter covers how 
he looks at the hype cycle of emerging 
technologies. I hope that you are as hyped 
to read this edition of the N! as I am!

—
By: Ries Koolen 
(chief editor Van der Waals)
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NEWS!
Educational Awards
On Thursday the 11th of October, the 
education awards were awarded to the winners of 
the last academic year. These are the winners:
• Reinoud Lavrijsen (best propaedeutic teacher)
• Ruben Trieling (best propaedeutic instructor) 
• Boy van Minderhout (best propaedeutic practical 
• supervisor) 
• Leon Kamp (best post-propaedeutic teacher and 
• instructor) 
• Kunal Datta (best post-propaedeutic practical 
• supervisor)
• Niek Lopes Cardozo (best Master's teacher)

Nobel prize in 
physics 2018
On October the 2nd this year, the Nobel prize in physics 
was awarded by the Royal Swedisch Academy of 
Sciences. One half was awarded to Arthur Ashkin 
for the optical tweezers and their application to biolo-
gical systems. The other half was awarded to Gérard 
Mounrou and Donna Strickland for their method of 
generating high-intensity, ultra-short optical pulses.

Ferdi van de Wetering from VENI will go more 
in-depth on their discoveries on page 32.

Kepler space 
telescope retired
After nine years in deep space collecting data that indicate 
our sky to be filled with billions of hidden planets – more 
planets even than stars – NASA’s Kepler space telescope, 
named after Johannes Kepler, has run out of fuel needed for 
further science operations. NASA has decided to retire the 
spacecraft within its current, safe orbit, away from Earth.

Launched on March 6, 2009, the Kepler space telescope 
combined cutting-edge technologies in measuring stellar 
brightness with the largest digital camera outfitted for outer 
space observations at that time. Kepler took the first survey 
of planets in our galaxy and became NASA's first mission to 
detect Earth-sized planets in the habitable zones of their stars.

Kepler leaves a legacy of more than 2,600 planet disco-
veries outside our solar system, many of which could 
be promosing places for life. Kepler's legacy will be 
continued by the new NASA satellite TESS.
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Reorganisation 
department finished
The past year, the department of Applied Physics 
underwent a reorganisation. This reorganisation 
was required as the department had to cut 
back its budget by a million euros. 

The personnel changes, which were required for 
the reorganisation, were fortunately limited to a 
change of positions within the university. No forced 
layoffs were required. According to the dean of the 
department of Applied Physics, Gerrit Kroesen, 
there is a new foundation to build on, but the 
department has been stripped down to its bones.

However, the future remains hopeful. The new financial 
division model of the TU/e and an increase of PhD students 
will give the department more resources to work with in 
the upcoming years. Furthermore, the collaboration with 
energy research centre DIFFER is going increasingly well. 

The next step is the implementation of a new strategy 
for the department. The department board has been 
working on this for a number of months. This new 
strategy will determine the direction of the research 
carried out at the department. The new strategy 
will likely be finished before the end of the year.
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New Program 
Director
As of last September the department of Applied Physics 
has a new Program Director: prof. dr. ir. Henk Swagten. He 
was appointed by the Executive Board as successor to Ton 
van Leeuwen. He will oversee the educational part of our 
department and pursue new innovations in our education.
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This year, the first edition of MomenTUm, the academic 
celebration of the year took place. In MomenTUm the TU/e 
brings our academic ceremonies together in one big event. 
MomenTUm encompasses the anniversary of the university 
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TU/expedition 
2030
What will the year 2030 look like for Eindhoven University 
of Technology? The university explored this last year and 
presented the result of this ‘TU/expedition 2030’. With Strategy 
2030, the TU/e prepares itself for future societal challenges.

In the past year our university went on an expedition to 
see what the year 2030 will look like for Eindhoven Univer-
sity of Technology. How will industry and society evolve? 
What kind of students will apply for education at the 
TU/e? What research focus will the university have? At the 
opening of the academic year, the executive board laun-
ched the strategy which will carry us to the year 2030. 
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(Dies Natalis), the presentation of the honorary doctorate, the 
honoring of the best students and teachers of each year and 
the Bachelor's degree diploma ceremonies. After the success 
of the first edition, there will most likely be a second edition.

MomenTUm: the academic celebration
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Predicting the weather is not an easy task. Huge amounts of 
measurement data coming from various points in the world 
must be processed by supercomputers to create a prediction 
for the upcoming week. This prediction can be debunked by 
data the morning after. Reliable wind data are key for an accu-
rate forecast. The best method for measuring wind profiles 
has always been the use of radiosondes attached to weather 
balloons. These were launched by local weather stations.

The European Space Agency (ESA) has now developed and 
launched a satellite with technology on board that measures 
global wind profiles. The satellite orbits the Earth in a polar 
orbit and it is Sun-synchronous, which means that the satel-
lite passes over any given point on the Earth’s surface at 
the same local solar time. The satellite completes one orbit 
around the earth every 90 minutes and can measure the 
wind profile of the entire Earth in seven days. The satellite 
is named after the keeper of the winds in Greek mythology, 
Aeolus, and will stay in orbit for about three years. ESA hopes 
that this mission will improve existing numerical weather 
models and help medium-to-long-range predictions.

The satellite has a Doppler LIDAR system called ALADIN 
(Atmospheric Laser Doppler Instrument), which measures the 
wind profile. A powerful laser sends laser pulses of 355 nm to 
the surface of the earth and is accompanied by a 1.5-m-wide 

telescope. We know that scattering effects are the strongest 
in the ultraviolet range, which explains the short wavelength of 
the emitting laser. The laser is pointed 35 degrees from the orbit 
plane. This allows ALADIN to determine the horizontal west 
and east components of the atmosphere. ALADIN can measure 
the wind profile of the atmosphere up to an altitude of 30 km.

Aladin measures the wind profile by sending powerful laser 
pulses into the atmosphere and measuring the back-scattered 
light from particles in the atmosphere. The particles in our 
atmosphere are moving with the wind. This movement causes 
a shift in the frequency of the back-scattered light as a func-
tion of the velocity of the wind. Optical analyzers measure 
the Doppler shift from both Mie and Rayleigh scattering and 
calculate the velocity of the wind. Their accuracy is about 2 m/s, 
which improves if Aladin uses a lower measurement altitude. 

The data will be sent to Tromsø for initial processing 
and subsequently to the European Centre for Medi-
um-Range Weather Forecasts. The data products are 
time series of 3D wind profiles which can be used in fore-
casts and extreme-weather predictions. The wind data 
can also be used in research into global warming. 

—
By: Valan Llapjani (editor Van der Waals)

Aeolus: keeper of the winds

FYSICAFL!TS
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Yusaka Maezawa naar de maan
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‘An important step toward enabling access for everyday people 
who dream of traveling to space’ luidde het bericht van SpaceX 
over ‘s werelds eerste privé vlucht naar de maan. 13 september 
jl. maakte Elon Musk de belofte om de Japanse zakenman en 
miljardair Yusaka Maezawa een privévlucht te laten maken in zijn 
BFR (Big Falcon Rocket) met als eindbestemming de maan.

Maezawa maakte onlangs bekend niet één, maar alle 
beschikbare stoelen te hebben opgekocht van de eerste 
bemande privévlucht naar de maan. Dit niet met de bedoe-
ling om te voorkomen dat er lastige medereizigers voor hem 
kunnen zitten die hun stoel helemaal naar achter klappen, 
maar om zes tot acht kunstenaars mee te nemen die de 
ervaringen op de maan kunnen vastleggen. Zo zal iedereen 
een stukje van zijn bijzondere reis kunnen meekrijgen en 
zijn doel is om ‘de dromer in iedereen te inspireren’. 

Naast het hebben van een succesvol online platform voor 
kleding, is Maezawa ook de oprichter van de ‘Contemporary Art 
Foundation’ en een succesvol kunsthandelaar. Hij werd door het 
werk van de schilder Jean-Michel Basquiat geïnspireerd om deze 
reis naar de maan te ondernemen. Dat Maezawa fan is van deze 
kunstenaar is geen geheim. In 2017 kocht de $2,3 miljard vermo-
gende Maezawa een schilderij van Basquiat voor $110,5 miljoen. 
Dat was een recordbedrag voor een Amerikaanse kunstenaar. 
Maar stel nou dat deze kunstenaar naar de maan was geweest, 

dacht de miljardair, wat voor meesterwerken zou hij wel niet 
gecreeërd kunnen hebben? Hij liet het daar niet bij en ondernam 
actie om het project #dearMoon te starten. Zijn medereizigers 
moeten nog uitgekozen worden, maar hij hoopt straks een muzi-
kant, beeldhouwer, schilder, regisseur, danser, fotograaf, archi-
tect, schrijver en kledingontwerper bij zich te hebben aan boord.
 
Hoewel het oorspronkelijke doel van de Big Falcon Rocket is 
om mensen naar Mars te brengen en deze planeet te kolo-
niseren, zegt Elon Musk dat zijn vertrouwen in de mensheid 
weer is hersteld dankzij de investering. De missie staat voor nu 
gepland in 2023, maar tijd zal het leren of dat realistisch zal zijn. 

Alleen zijn dit niet de enige nieuwsberichten die onlangs 
over Elon Musk zijn verschenen; een interessant detail over 
Elon Musk zelf is dat hij nog maar net onder een gevangenis-
straf is uitgekomen. Op 7 augustus tweette hij dat hij dreigde 
Tesla te privatiseren. Dit deed hij uiteindelijk niet waardoor 
hij zijn investeerders misleidde. Als gevolg hiervan moet 
Musk voor de komende drie jaar aftreden als voorzitter van 
Tesla en $20 miljoen boete betalen. Het is dus nog maar 
de vraag hoe het de komende tijd met Musk zal verlopen 
en of hij Maezawa’s reis naar de maan waar gaat maken. 

—
Door: Romaine Kunst (redactielid Van Der Waals)
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What is a Bachelor's Final Project?
A Bachelor's Final Project (in Dutch: Bachelor Eindproject 
- BEP) is a research project that you, as a student, carry 
out in one of the research groups of the Applied Physics 
department. Under the supervision of an academic staff 
member, you will get acquainted with doing scientific 
research. As all the projects are original, you will have to 
plan your own research, actively search for relevant litera-
ture and go off the beaten track. Next to your own work, 
you will learn about the topics of other people (e.g. MSc, 
PhD or Professors) of the research group through the many 
scientific presentations (and coffee breaks). At the end of 
the quarter, it is finally your turn: you present your findings 
to the group and write a scientific report for your peers. 

Arranging your Bachelor's Final Project
To arrange your BEP, there are a few things you might want to 
consider. The purpose of this section is to guide you, a third-
year Bachelor's student who wants to start his or her Bache-
lor's Final Project this academic year, through these steps. 

1. When are you planning to do your BEP? Many 
students choose to do their BEP in quarter 4, but maybe 
a different quarter suits your study plan better. Check 
this. To give a time indication: it is good to know this 
about two quarters before you actually want to start.

2. Determine whether you want to do a 10- or 15-ECTS BEP. 
The advantage of a 10-ECTS BEP: you have time to finish 
that last USE course. The advantage of a 15-ECTS BEP: 
you can focus on your project and do not have any things 
bothering you (such as USE). Actually, there are millions of 
reasons why or why not to choose one over the other, so do 
not shy away from asking former BEP students what moti-
vated them to do the short or the long version of the BEP.

3. Get an overview of the research groups and the available 
projects. Even if you have attended the STOOR Bachelor's Final 
Project Information Session, it might not hurt to go through the 
presentations of the research groups once more. On the 
\\physstor\stoor you can find these presentations. 

Bachelor's Final Project 
STOOR

Noun / ˈbæʧələz ˈfaɪnl ˈprɒʤɛkt /
1. The final research project of a Bachelor's student. 2. Colloquially abbreviated as 
'BEP'. 3. Easily arranged by following the steps presented in this STOOR article.

4. The amount of BEP projects to choose from might seem 
overwhelming. It might help to determine your goals and 
drivers: what do you want to get out of your BEP? Then, be 
honest to yourself and narrow the amount of choices down.

5. Visit research groups. You can arrange this simply by sending 
an e-mail to the contact person of the group (often mentioned 
in the presentations on \\physstor\stoor). Of course you want 
to have a look at the projects, but also be sure to check how 
you like (or dislike) the group atmosphere. Ask yourself: is this 
a place where I would like to spend 10 weeks? Plan these 
visits about one to two quarters before you want to start.

6. Have a coffee with potential BEP supervisors to ask 
in-depth questions about the project to discuss your goals 
and 'boundary conditions' (e.g. where will I do my work? 
When will I start? Can I get free coffee?) and ultimately 
to check whether it 'clicks' on the personal level.

7. Seal the deal. Don't forget to do all the necessary paper-
work at the education administration of Applied Physics. Enroll 
yourself for the BEP 'course' on Osiris to finalize the process. To 
provide a timeframe: research groups generally like it when you 
do this a few weeks before you actually want to start your BEP.

Advice from STOOR
You can do your BEP in any quarter, not necessarily in 
quarter 4. Since most research groups are crowded with 
BEP studens in that quarter, some will be glad if you come at 
another time. Discuss this with your (potential) supervisor.

You could use your BEP project to find out what research 
fields (and therefore, what Master's tracks) you find inter-
esting. For instance, after a plasma physics BEP, you can 
make a more informed choice about whether or not to 
follow the Plasma track of the Applied Physics Master's.

Want to do a board year or join a student team for a year? Be 
aware that in practice you do not have the time to finish your 
BEP during such a year. Therefore, make sure that you wrap up 
your BEP in time. Your supervisor will be forever grateful to you.
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the InnoSportLab De Tongelreep. We instructed a professional 
swimmer to streamline himself with various positions. Then, 
the swimmer was dragged through the water and the resulting 
drag force was measured. This gave us insight in how slight 
variations in swimming positions influence the magnitude of 
the drag forces. By working together with a PhD student, I 
learned a lot about doctoral research. I realized that you should 
not shy away from unconventional approaches. Be creative! 
I would have loved to do a 15-ECTS BEP and fully focus 
on this interesting research, but unfortunately, because 
of my study plan, I had to do a 10-ECTS BEP."

Evie Hoeijmakers, CQT: "When describing how an 
incoming wave gets scattered by a potential, the S-matrix 
is very important. I have investigated how this matrix can 
be factorized using Gamow states. This can be applied in 
further research in the relatively young field of quantum 
physics. In my BEP, I have worked together with another 
Bachelor student's, which really motivated me to show up 
and work on the project every single day. Since we had our 
own desk in the research group, we could easily go to our 
supervisor to ask questions. Doing research can be really 
frustrating at times, for instance when you've written a very 
complex Mathematica script and it does not work after a 
lot of tries. But then, if that script finally does work and you 
get the results you need, it gives you a great feeling."

Any questions about your BEP? E-mail us at stoor@tue.nl.

—
By: Niels Smith (editor STOOR)

There are roughly two types of BEPs: simulation and 
experimental BEPs. The advantage of a simulation BEP is 
that you have the freedom to work on your project at any 
place at any time. But then the experimental BEPs are 
maybe more fun. Who knows? Find out for yourself.

Doing a BEP gives you the opportunity to get the 
'research group experience', that is, a chance to socialize 
with MSc, PhD students and Professors and to get 
a feeling for what a job in research amounts to.

STOOR wishes you good luck and a whole lot 
of fun with your Bachelor's Final Project!

Experiences of former BEP students 
Tom Oosterholt, EPG: "For my BEP I worked in the Elementary 
Processes in Gas Discharges (EPG) research group, where my 
topic was Microwave Cavity Resonance Spectroscopy (MCRS). 
MCRS is a diagnostic tool used for determining the electron 
density of a plasma. The main task of my BEP was to design a 
magnet which could be used to enhance MCRS for measure-
ments on EUV-induced plasmas. I made a design using COM-
SOL simulation software, which was a fun experience for me as 
I had never really worked with this software before. I chose to 
do a 15-ECTS BEP, because I wanted to make the most out of 
my project. I am glad that I made this choice, as I recently got 
the opportunity to continue working on the project as a student 
assistant at EPG!" 

Stan Spee, WDY: "In my BEP, I analyzed the friction force that 
a swimmer experiences by performing a drag experiment at 

STOOR educational awards
The winners of the STOOR educational awards 2017-2018 are:

Propaedeutic phase:
• Best teacher:   Reinoud Lavrijsen
• Best instructor:   Ruben Trieling
• Best experimental supervisor: Boy van Minderhout

Post-propaedeutic phase:
• Best teacher:  Leon Kamp
• Best instructor:  Leon Kamp
• Best experimental supervisor: Kunal Datta

Master's:
• Best teacher:  Niek Lopes Cardozo

STOOR announcements
The Master's Information Session will be held Wednesday 
the 16th of January 2019. This is the week before the start 
of the examinations of quarter 2. This information session 
is most relevant to third-year Bachelor's students. Time 
and location will be announced a few weeks in advance.

STOOR
Where: Flux 0.259
When: Every lunch break
E-mail: stoor@tue.nl
By:
Merel Laarhoven 
Ries Koolen
Niels Smith  
Jonne Severijns

The External Internship Information Session will take 
place on Wednesday the 3th of April 2019. This is the 
week before the start of the examinations of quarter 3. 
This information session is most relevant to third-year 
Bachelor's students and Master's students. Time and 
location will be announced a few weeks in advance.

The exam archive (in Dutch: tentamenarchief) is moved 
to a special folder on the \\physstor, the digital storage 
of the Applied Physics department. The exam archive 
can now be accessed by browsing '\\physstor\stoor'. 
Note: you have to be connected to the TU/e network 
or a TU/e VPN to access the physstor. The old loca-
tion of the exam archive is not accessible anymore.
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www.thalesgroup.com

“When I was still studying, I was already seeking employment. I was 
looking for a technical company with an interesting product where 
I could make use of my physics background. At the Beta Business 
Fair [BètaBedrijvenBeurs] in Nijmegen I had a conversation with a 
recruiter from Thales. She invited me to their head office to discuss the 
opportunities at Thales. One of the vacancies stood out right away, 
namely the position of Trial Conductor. I applied for this position and 
after a few interviews they hired me. Meanwhile, I have been working 
at Thales for a few months and am enjoying it very much. As the Trial 
Conductor I constantly build on the knowledge gained during my 
studies. I will regularly go abroad as part of a team to test our naval 
radar systems. At sea we show the client that our system is indeed 
as good as promised in the contract. We do this through various 
scenarios. For example, we have an F-16 fly in to see when the radar 
detects it first. While I was applying for jobs I also received an offer 

from another technical company, but the good atmosphere at Thales 
was decisive for me. People here are very helpful and take the time to 
explain something. Thales certainly lives up to the image I had of it:  a 
high-tech company with a pleasant working environment.”

Judie Ibrahim
Aviation Studies Student, 

Amsterdam University of Professional Education, aged 23 

Looking for a job, internship or graduation assignment?
Start your career at Thales! www.thalesgroup.com/nl

Annelot Schuring
Graduated in Physics, Radboud University 

Nijmegen, aged 24

“When I was looking for an internship I wrote to many companies, 
three of which presented me with an offer. I chose Thales because it is a 
company with an international focus, exporting more than 85%. During 
my internship at Thales I was involved in analysing the process costing 
method, looking for ways to improve this. Since I am mainly involved 
with technology at Aviation Studies, I particularly wanted an internship 
that gave me the opportunity to work with management processes. The 
subject of the assignment with Thales was unknown to me, but that was 
exactly why I was keen to start and I saw it as a challenge. 

I believe that with genuine interest you can master the theory. When I 
started work at Thales I was surprised by the open corporate culture. 
You can talk to anyone and they make time for you to give you support. 
If you take the initiative, there are many opportunities. After having 
implemented my recommendation, I intend to start with a Master of 
Business Administration at the University of Amsterdam in September. I 
think that the combination of a Bachelor’s degree in engineering and a 
Master’s degree in Business helps you to find solutions looking through 

two different spectacles. I stay in touch with my supervisor and I hope 
that I will be able to work at Thales once I have my Master’s degree.” 

“As the Trial Conductor 
I constantly build on the 

knowledge gained during 
my studies. I will regularly go 
abroad as part of a team to 

test our naval radar systems.”

“As a student your biggest 
fear is that your graduation 
research ends up somewhere 
in a drawer. At Thales you are 
truly taken seriously and they 
have confidence in you. Thus, 
my recommendation regarding a 
new method for process costing 
will be implemented in 2016.”
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Looking for a job, internship or graduation assignment?
Start your career at Thales! www.thalesgroup.com/nl

Annelot Schuring
Graduated in Physics, Radboud University 

Nijmegen, aged 24

“When I was looking for an internship I wrote to many companies, 
three of which presented me with an offer. I chose Thales because it is a 
company with an international focus, exporting more than 85%. During 
my internship at Thales I was involved in analysing the process costing 
method, looking for ways to improve this. Since I am mainly involved 
with technology at Aviation Studies, I particularly wanted an internship 
that gave me the opportunity to work with management processes. The 
subject of the assignment with Thales was unknown to me, but that was 
exactly why I was keen to start and I saw it as a challenge. 

I believe that with genuine interest you can master the theory. When I 
started work at Thales I was surprised by the open corporate culture. 
You can talk to anyone and they make time for you to give you support. 
If you take the initiative, there are many opportunities. After having 
implemented my recommendation, I intend to start with a Master of 
Business Administration at the University of Amsterdam in September. I 
think that the combination of a Bachelor’s degree in engineering and a 
Master’s degree in Business helps you to find solutions looking through 

two different spectacles. I stay in touch with my supervisor and I hope 
that I will be able to work at Thales once I have my Master’s degree.” 

“As the Trial Conductor 
I constantly build on the 

knowledge gained during 
my studies. I will regularly go 
abroad as part of a team to 

test our naval radar systems.”

“As a student your biggest 
fear is that your graduation 
research ends up somewhere 
in a drawer. At Thales you are 
truly taken seriously and they 
have confidence in you. Thus, 
my recommendation regarding a 
new method for process costing 
will be implemented in 2016.”
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This is the opening of a – in my mind – brilliant article written 
by an editor of de Volkskrant, who conducts an interview with 
American theoretical physicist and Nobel laureate Frank Wilczek 
(figure 1). The comparison of a fish thinking about its surround-
ings as empty is reminiscent of humans thinking about an empty 
environment. If you think about an empty room, you envision a 
floor, a roof and four walls, with no nameable objects inside. One 
could argue however, that the room is still filled to the brim with 
air, dust, bacteria etc. Fair enough, remove the air and all other 
solid, liquid and gaseous particles inside, and what you’re left 
with is the same space, this time with a tremendous under-
pressure (a spherical room would be more appropriate then, 
but let’s keep it cubic for now). Is the room empty then? Not 
for long you could say, as the particles at the inside of the walls 
would slowly get ripped off of the wall. But for a brief moment, 
the room would be empty. Is it filled with nothing then?

The Theory of Nothing
SCIENCE

“Imagine being a fish. Would you know that you’re surrounded by water? I don’t think 
so. You experience it as the space you live in. But the water can freeze, boil, stream, 
exert pressure, conduct sound, heat and electricity, scatter light, it can apply drag and 
buoyancy. The water conducts the existence of the fish. A very intelligent fish would 
discover all of this and would eventually conclude that its space isn’t empty, but rather a 
material. A material which controls world of the fish. A material that humans call water.”

Figure 1: Theoretical physicist and Nobel laureate Frank Wilczek in his 

office at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Boston. 

Source: Amy Lombard.

Not much science is needed to think about nothing, or prefer-
ably nothingness. It is therefore no surprise if you search for 
‘nothingness’ on Google Scholar, and you filter by ‘philosophy’ 
articles and ‘physics’ articles, that the first search gives almost 
triple the amount of results of the latter search. Defining nothing 
is a more philosophical than a physics problem (figure 2). In the 
first half of the 17th century, René Descartes laid down ground 
rules that define nothing in his mind. Descartes stated there is 
always something rather than nothing (now hang on, the physics 
are about to get back). Because why not? Why expect nothing 
rather than something? Well, because no experiment could 
support the hypothesis ‘There is nothing’ because any observa-
tion obviously implies the existence of an observer. Therefore, in 
order to mention ‘nothing’ you need to start with an empty world 
and admit only those entities that have credentials, evidence 
to back our existential claims. Descartes clears everything 
out and then only lets back in what can be proved to exist.

Attractive potentials suck
There are and have been more philosophers that think about 
‘nothing’ and earn a living out of it. It figures, staring out the 
window in high school could actually do you good! But enough 
philosophy for now. Back to our – still massively underpressur-
ized – cubic room. While all particles have been sucked out, 
there may still be electromagnetic radiation within. Radio signals, 

Figure 2: A quote by Austrian zoologist and Nobel laureate Konrad 

Lorenz on the difference and similarity between science and philosophy.
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infrared, visible and ultraviolet light, perhaps even röntgen- or 
gamma radiation. So, for argument’s sake, let’s nullify those 
fields, set all scalar- and vectorpotentials known to mankind to 
zero and let’s look inside. Now it should be empty right? Not yet, 
as there is still gravity. Sir Isaac Newton, who was born when 
Descartes was 46 years old, provided formulae that described 
gravitational forces between masses. Albert Einstein set up 
formulae that described curvature of space and linked it to the 
passage of time. Both theories show why it is not possible 
to block out of our room: gravity is always attractive. A repul-
sive gravitational force is hypothesized as a product of dark 
matter, white holes or negative mass, but all yet unproven.

"The discovery of the Higgs boson 
was the first time we broke free 
from our empty room."

Let’s get back to Wilczek’s fish. Our fish would only realize 
that there is a substance, a liquid, an ether which it resides 
in if it jumps out the water. This ‘fish-out-the-water’-moment 
happened at the fourth of July in 2012. At CERN, it was that 
day at which a particle in the mass region around 125 GeV was 
observed which is consistent with the Higgs boson (figure 3). 
From 1964 on, a mechanism was proposed which suggested 
the existence of such a particle. In short, this Brout-Englert-
Higgs-Guralnik-Hagen-Kibble mechanism (it took a lot of brilliant 
minds indeed) could be added to the already accepted Standard 
Model of particle physics. The Higgs boson was hypothesized 
to be the quantum excitation of the Higgs field, which would 
be one step closer to understanding the behaviour of masses 
in space. The discovery of this particle was the first time that 
we broke free from our empty room, and saw with more detail 
the constructs of the empty space within. Or analogous to what 
Wilczek stated: we saw with more detail the material that our 
empty space is made of. We realized our empty space had prop-
erties, similar to the fish realizing it as soon as it left the water.

The ether brought back to life
In his work, Wilczek makes us of an ether that is omnipresent. 
Many physicists, including myself, shiver or get nervous when 
they hear the word ether. The classical idea of an entity that 
spans across empty space is indeed old-fashioned and obso-
lete. Einstein didn’t need an ether in 1905 for his theory of 
general relativity. However, in 1915 he realized that his defi-
nition of spacetime in his theory about gravity was acting 
like an ether too; a material that bends and oscillates, while 
being unnoticeable by equipment at the time. The detection 
of gravitational waves over the last decade has only further 
reinforced the existence of such an ether. Another perfect 
example of an ‘ether-esque’ field is the Higgs-field. This is in 
a sense the same field that Einstein predicted, but with an 
additional rest-frame energy, which is what mass is. Peter 
Higgs, the theoretical physicist that introduced the Higgs-field, 
looked a lot at solid state physics when defining his theories. 
This may sound odd at first, but as it turns out, solid state 
physics is well applicable to define an ether. For example, in 
crystals energy-carrying waves can propagate (phonons) that 
behave like discretized particles. The interaction between 
phonons and other quasiparticles is well documented and can 
therefore serve as a ground basis for new theories. An ether 
would have the same interactive properties as these crystals.

"Quantum fluctuation governs 
the temporary change the amount 
of energy in a point in space."

Alright, let’s avoid whether there is such an ether or not at all, 
and let’s undo any gravity in our room. So to recap shortly: 
there are no particles, no fields, no potentials and therefore 
there is no energy present in our room. Sounds pretty empty, 
but there is a next hurdle: uncertainty. That thing that prevents 
you from knowing exactly where a particle is and where it 
is going simultaneously (as is visualized below). The most 
famous uncertainty principle is exactly that one, of position 
x and momentum p, but there are other variations. For u 

Figure 3: The result of a proton-proton collision in the Large Hadron 

Collider of CERN. The centre-of-mass energy is 8 TeV due to the tre-

mendous speed of the protons. The dashed yellow lines andelongated 

green lines are photons originating from the decay of a Higgs boson.

Source: CMS Experiment, CERN.

Figure 4: Heisenberg's uncertainty principle and its consequences in 

the blue lined box. As you can see, it could be taught in primary school.

Source: YouTube, The Organic Chemistry Tutor.
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u example, the two orthogonal components of the total angular 
momentum operator of an object is fundamentally uncertain. 

In specific cases, energy and time – or ‘lifetime’ those cases 
– are connected through a similar uncertainty. This so called 
quantum fluctuation governs the temporary change in the 
amount of energy in a point in space. Given a small enough 
energy, particles with that energy can pop into existence for 
an infinitesimal lifetime and annihilate again. This allows the 
spontaneous creation of particle-antiparticle pairs of virtual 
particles. ‘Virtual’ may sound like it doesn’t occur realistically, 
but this behaviour can be measured within particle physics. 
The result of this uncertainty is that even in the absence of 
particle or field interactions, quantum fluctuations dictate 
that our room is continuously filled with particles that anni-
hilate within femtoseconds. These fluctuations are gnarly in 
the sense that they are unavoidable: the discretized values of 
energy and lifetimes will always – as long as they satisfy their 

uncertainty principle – spawn in and out of existence. It is what 
is believed to give rise to Hawking radiation of black holes.

When virtual particles become real
Namely, these spontaneous creation and annihilation events occur 
at a point in space, but the particle-antiparticle pairs are allowed 
to propagate within their lifetime. Now one can imagine that this 
event occurs at the outside boundary of the event horizon of a 
black hole, the point of no return, where either the particle or the 
antiparticle crosses the event horizon whereas its partner doesn’t. 
As such, the particles will never meet or annihilate again (figure 
5), and the leftover partner will radiate away. As the particle-anti-
particle pair was produced by the black hole’s gravitational energy, 
the escape of one of the particles lowers the mass of the black 
hole. These escape events occur all across the surface of the 
event horizon. As the radius of the event horizon decreases as the 
black hole loses energy, the emitted radiation in the form of ‘lost 
partners’ becomes increasingly intense. What happens when the 
radius of the event horizon collapses to zero remains unknown for 
now. So far, we have never observed a black hole reaching its end.

"Physics doesn't discriminate
 in causality, humans do."

Alright, so much for black holes, back to our room again. Let’s 
go all the way and just off quantum fluctuations as well: we’re 
left with a room that is empty, and we now also lost track of 
the discretization of energy and time, or any other conjugate 
variables for that matter. With literally no time-dependent 
events occurring within our room, one might argue that time 
doesn’t pass within it in the first place. It would be equally 
valid to assume that time passes backwards; physics doesn’t 
discriminate in causality, humans do. Very philosophical. A good 
friend of Wilczek, American-Canadian theoretical physicist 
and cosmologist Lawrence Krauss, wrote a book about noth-
ingness and its physical consequences (figure 6). He argues 
that the “universe from nothing” really means “the universe 
from a potentiality”. Which comes down to if you add all the 
mass and energy in the universe, all the gravitational curvature, 
everything… it looks like it all sums up to zero. So it is possible 
that the universe really did come from nothing. And if that’s 
the case, then “nothing” is everything we see around us, and 
“everything” is nothing… Hmmm, I’ll let you crunch on that for 
now, I’d rather just stay in my room. Like a fish in the water.
—
By: Joep Nieuwdorp (editor Van der Waals)

Figure 5: Hawking radiation explained. Source: https://www.eurekas-

parks.org/2016/06/hawking-radiation-explained.html.

Still haven't had enough?
Then Google the following things (first one is Dutch only):
     'volkskrant frank wilczek' (the interview with Wilczek)
     'philosophy nothingness stanford' (tough read)
     'phys org what is nothing' (same structure as this article)
     'youtube rainymood 10 hours' (when you contemplate  
     what nothing actually means after reading all this)

Figure 6: Two books by Lawrence M. Krauss that are nothing (hehe) 

short of excellent on the topic of cosmology, philosophy and physics in 

general. Source: http://krauss.faculty.asu.edu/books/.
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VARIA

External internship 
in Barcelona
After a short flight lasting only two and a half hours, I found 
myself in Barcelona. During my external internship, which took 
place from the end of April up to and including the first half of 
August 2018, I have enjoyed the sun, the sea and the lifestyle of 
the true Catalan people. Since I had a great time there, I’d love 
to share my experiences with you. 

Like any other Master’s student of Applied Physics at the TU/e, 
I got the opportunity to spend some time abroad during my 
external internship. In the past, I already visited Barcelona a 
couple of times. One visit was during my board year. These 
visits made me fall more and more in love with the city. When 
my supervisor was contacted by one of his acquaintances from 
the Institute of Photonic Sciences (or in Catalan Institut de 
Ciències Fotòniques, ICFO) and asked me if I might be inter-
ested to perform an internship at the ICFO, the decision was 

quickly made. I would definitely go there! A few emails more 
and everything was arranged. I arrived a few days before my 
internship would start, so I could get accustomed to Barcelona. 
On the last Monday of April my internship finally started.

The Institute
ICFO is a young research institution that aims to advance 
the very limits of knowledge in photonics, i.e., the science 
and technology of harnessing light. It all started in 2002, 
when the government of Catalonia and the Polytechnic 
University of Catalonia (BarcelonaTech) launched a research 
center that aspires to attract talented scientists from around 
the world to conduct both basic and applied research in 
photonics. And they sure succeeded in attracting scien-
tists and students! I experienced that the community was 
very international. The only location where people talked 
Spanish was in the cafeteria. Anywhere else English was 
spoken, which was quite comfortable in a way. However, 
this was bad for the development of my Spanish of course.

Furthermore, ICFO is situated in the Mediterranean Tech-
nology Park in Castelldefels (Barcelona). This technology 
park allowed the construction of a 14,000-m2 state-of-the-art 
building. When you walk into the building for the first time, 
you will be impressed by the facilities and looks of the building 
itself. The labs are, in my opinion, also quite impressive. 

Then something about Castelldefels: it’s a town 20 km away 
from Barcelona. The town is famous for its long beach (more 
than 5 km long) and for being the place of residence of many u 

Photo 1: Me standing in front of the ICFO institute situated in 

Castelldefels, which is a town that is located near Barcelona.
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u famous sportsmen. During the summer, many people 
from Barcelona and the countryside visit it. The Olympic 
Canal, called Canal Olímpic de Catalunya, which was built for 
the 1992 Summer Olympic Games of Barcelona, was also 
located in this town. For arranging my housing during my 
internship, I could have chosen to live close by the institute 
in Castelldefels. However, I chose to live in Barcelona, since 
city life meant more to me and the travel time was only 45 
minutes. Barcelona itself would offer me more exciting things 
to do and afterwards, I’m glad I made the decision this way. 

My research
I conducted research in The Quantum Nano-Optoelectronics 
group, led by prof. Koppens (who was a student at TU/e once). 
This research group focuses on the interactions between light 
and matter at extreme limits. Central to the studies of this 
research group is a rich variety of novel materials that are only 
one atom thick. For instance, graphene and a lot of other 2D 
materials are investigated. In addition to the new science and 
physics, the group develops new concepts for photodetection, 

imaging systems, optical modulation, nanoscale light processing 
and switching, as well as flexible and wearable health and 
fitness devices. I investigated the possibilities and limitations 
of using a graphene-based sensor as a compact and high-res-
olution spectrometer. Graphene itself can be a photodetector 
for a very wide range of wavelengths, and can be used for 
many applications in food inspection and medical imaging.

The cool thing was, nobody of the research group had 
investigated anything on this topic yet, so I was oing to be 
pioneering in them. This made the possible project direc-
tions very broad. I could decide how to tackle the problem 
and I could design and build my own setup. I tested a lot of 
different properties of the system with different transparent 
sensors. Through trial and error I found what worked for the 
system, and what might never work. Thanks to this work I 
delivered, my supervisor can now continue the work in the 
correct direction. Going home with this message, makes me 
feel that the work was appreciated, which is nice of course. 

The city
For those who have unfortunately never visited the city 
before: Barcelona really has a lot to offer. The Barri Gòtic is 
the center of the old city of Barcelona. Many of the buildings 
there date from medieval times, some even from as far back 
as the Roman settlement of Barcelona. This neighborhood 
is known for its narrow streets and high buildings. You can 
spend many days just walking around and keep discovering 
new things every time. Outside the old city, Catalan modern-
ista architecture developed between 1885 and 1950 and left 
an important legacy in Barcelona. The work of architect Antoni 
Gaudí, which can be seen throughout the city, is probably the 
most well-known. His best-known work is the immense but 
still unfinished church of the Sagrada Família, which has been 
under construction since 1882. However, there’s more! No 
visit of Barcelona is complete without wandering around the 
modern architectural masterpieces on the Passeig de Gràcia. 
There you will find Casa Milà, Casa Batlló, Palau Robert and 
many more! If you want to explore a little bit more of the real 
modern architecture, you should go to the Sant Martí district, 
where you can find the famous Torre Glòries (or Torre Agbar).

Photo 2: The photo that is shown on the left shows the device-on-a-chip 

carrier. The photo on the right shows the transparency of the chip.

Photo 3: A picture of the Sagrada Família. It has been under construction 

since 1882.

"I investigated the possibilities and 
limitations of a graphene-based 
sensor as a spectrometer.''

Next to a lot of architecture, Barcelona has a great number of 
museums, all with different collections. The National Museum 
of Art of Catalonia possesses a well-known collection of 
Romanesque art, while the Barcelona Museum of Contem-
porary Art focuses on post-1945 Catalan art. The Picasso 
Museum and Fundació Antoni Tàpies hold important collec-
tions of these well-known artists. Furthermore, there are 
several museums that cover the fields of history and arche-
ology, like the Barcelona City History Museum (MUHBA) or 
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Photo 5: Sunset at one of the ports of Barcelona.

the Museum of the History of Catalonia. You can see that a lot 
of my weekends were already filled with visiting museums. 

"The most remarkable parks, 
in my opinion, are the Montjuïc 
and Parc de la Ciutadella.''

Furthermore, Barcelona contains a lot of parks. The two most 
remarkable ones in my opinion are the Montjuïc and Parc de la 
Ciutadella. Montjuïc is the largest park, located on the moun-
tain with the same name. Parc de la Ciutadella, which occu-

pies the site of the old military citadel, houses the Parliament 
building, the Barcelona Zoo, and several museums. Both parks 
are beautiful and perfect for a picnic or some relaxing time. A 
more touristic park is of course Park Guëll, which was designed 
by Antoni Gaudí. This one is definitely worth a visit too. 

May everything that I already mentioned not be convincing 
enough for you: Barcelona also contains seven beaches. In total 
occupying almost 5 km of coastline. Enough space to relax and 
chill on the beach when necessary. Moreover, you can enjoy a 
lot of delicious food in the many, many restaurants that Barce-
lona has to offer. Tapas, paella, sangria or vermouth, you can 
have it all! By all means, I would definitely love to go back!
—
By: Willemijn Remmerswaal

 

Photo 4: Mesmerizing fountain in Parc de la Ciutadella. The fountain is designed by Josep Fontsère (and Antoni Gaudí who has contributed to it). 

Photo 6: A nice day on one of the seven beaches.
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What's the matter?
Protons are not fundamental but are made of sub particles 
called quarks. A proton carries three quarks in total: two with 
spin up and one with spin down. Similarly, neutrons are also 
not fundamental. Like protons, neutrons are made up of three 
quarks, however, they consist of one with spin up and two with 
spin down. From the different quark composition of protons 
and neutrons and their difference in charge, consequently, 
quarks also carry charge. For spin up, this is +2/3 e and for 
spin down this is -1/3 e, where e is the elementary charge. 
So whereas you thought that the charge of a proton would 
be fundamental, quarks in fact mark the absolute minimum. 
Ironically, the elementary charge is not so elementary after all.

Extrovert superglue
The quarks are held together by so-called gluons, which mediate 
the strong force interaction. In more popular terms, a gluon 
‘glues’ the quarks together to make up protons and neutrons. 
Therefore, an entire atomic nucleus is made up of only two kinds 
of fundamental particles: quarks and gluons. Interesting to know 
is that individual quarks are never found in isolation, they are 
always confined in whatever composite of particles they reside.

"Ironically, the elementary charge 
is not so elementary after all.''

The reason why quarks are never found in solitude is yet 
unknown, but the strong confinement is essential for the stability 
of protons and neutrons. And that motivates scientists to find 
explanations for the strong confinement of protons because, 
as we will soon find out, protons are under a lot of pressure.

SCIENCE

Under pressure
So you thought you were under a lot of pressure lately? 
Well, that’s cute. Scientists from the Thomas Jefferson 
Accelerator Facility have gained new insight in the 
conditions under which protons are subdued every 
day. What they found was that the subatomic structure 
of protons is under much more stress than the regular 
Applied Physics student during an exam period.

Virtual collisions
To map the composition of the inside of a proton, scientists 
used a so-called Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) 
technique. This is similar to the well-known Compton scattering, 
in which a target particle is bombarded with photons. After the 
Compton collision, part of the photon’s energy is transmitted 
to the incident particle. Hence, the wavelength of the photon 
is increased. This is known as the Compton effect. The only 
difference between regular Compton scattering and DVCS 
is that with DVCS the target particles (protons) are indirectly 
collided with virtual photons. Virtual (not to be confused 
with an antiparticle) does not mean non-existent, but these 
kind of particles are necessary to describe real particle 
interactions. Let me illustrate that statement by introducing 
the well-known Feynman diagrams but applied to DVCS.

Figure 1. The Feynman diagram of Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering 

(DVCS), in which a virtual photon collides with a proton to create an 

excited proton. Courtesy: Lars van Ruremonde.
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Feynman for thought
First of all, let me explain how to read a Feynman diagram. The 
example in the case of DVCS can be found in figure 1, and I 
will use this one to illustrate a number of things. One can view 
a Feynman diagram as a series of reactions in which arrows 
indicate particles and the reactions between them. One must 
read time on the horizontal axis such that arrows pointing to 
the right move forward in time. Next, the different lines used 
in a diagram say something about the nature of a particle or 
reaction. Solid lines represent leptons (lightweight particles 
like electrons) and baryons (heavy particles like protons and 
neutrons); photons are wave-like lines, and everything else is 
representative of particles which mediate exchanges between 
other particles. Furthermore, one can distinguish real particles 
from virtual particles. Internal lines indicate virtual particles, 
which connect one reaction to the other. Virtual particles are 
required for specific reactions to happen. The gluon from 
earlier, for example, is a virtual particle that binds particles 
through the strong force interaction. Real particles have open 
vertices and are merely the beginning and end products of a 
reaction. These are all particles that can be directly observed. 

"Virtual particles are required 
for a reaction to occur or for an 
exchange to happen.''

The motivation for Feynman to come up with this representation 
was to give a visual interpretation of particle reactions. 
One can do extensive calculations on particle interactions 
using quantum field theory and creation and annihilation 
operators, but visualizations of the interactions make the 
problem much more intuitive. If you want to know more 
about this field in physics - including more details about 
Feynman diagrams - be sure to follow the third-year elective 
course: Subatomic Physics by dr. Leo van IJzendoorn. 

The end products
Back to the problem statement: in figure 1 you can identify 
an electron (e) which radiates a virtual photon. The photon 
then collides with a proton bringing the proton in a higher 
energy state, indicated by the green blob. Finally, the proton 
radiates a real photon. The reaction for DVCS is then 
e + p → e’ + p’ + γ where the primes indicate that the particle 
is scattered. What essentially happens is that the quark 
structure is probed with a high-energy virtual photon which is 
exchanged between the proton and the scattered electron. 

Finally, the information from the proton core can be obtained 
by analyzing the trajectories and energy differences from 
the scattered particles. The pressure distribution is then 
obtained by fitting the experimental data with the elaborate 
(!) theoretical framework, which I will not discuss in this 
article. For the motivated reader: I invite you to read it for 
yourself. The link to the article can be found at the bottom.

Some big and small numbers
The paper in question produced some very interesting results. 
Similar to the Van der Waals force, the pressure adheres to a 
local maximum and a local minimum, such that the pressure 
has repulsive properties for small radii and confining properties 
for longer length scales. This suggests that there is a favored 
distance at which the quarks are separated from each other in 
order for the proton to be stable. Up to 0.6 femtometer from the 
center of the proton, the repulsive pressure exceeds densities of 
the most packed bodies known in the universe, which would be 
neutron stars with an estimated pressure in the order of 1034 Pa. 
Burkert (2018) showed that the peak pressure near the center 
is around 1035 Pa, making the proton the most dense substance 
known to man so far. Let us now hope that this number will 
not be exceeded by some ambitious Applied Physics student. 
—
By: Pim Keizer (editor Van der Waals)

If you want to check out the article yourself, 
you can find it using the link below:

D. Burkert, V & Elouadrhiri, L & X. Girod, F. (2018). 
The pressure distribution inside the proton. 
Nature. 557. 10.1038/s41586-018-0060-z.

URL: https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/325179129_The_pressure_
distribution_inside_the_proton/.

Figure 2. The radial pressure distribution inside the proton. The graph 

relates the radial pressure distribution r2p(r) to the radial distance r from 

the center of the atom in femtometers that results from quark interac-

tions inside the proton. The colored areas represent uncertainties for 

collisions of various electron energies. Source: D. Burkert: The pressure 

distribution inside the proton, 2018.



I 

The universe is infinite in both space and matter.

II

The universe is eternal: there never was a 
beginning and there will never be an end.

III

Only matter and its manifestations in the forms of motion 
and energy have any real existence in the universe. 

IV

The truth of cosmological theories should be 
judged by their correspondence with the laws 

of dialectical-materialist philosophy.

V

The galactic redshifts do not indicate that cosmic space is in a 
state of expansion, but can be explained by other mechanisms.

Party science
In the Soviet Union, it was routine for sciences to be 
suppressed or tweaked to match party ideologies. However, 
these were largely practical sciences. Surprisingly, the 
esoteric field of cosmology was swept up too.

Diamat science
In order to understand the developments that 
took place in the field of Soviet cosmology, some 
background information must be expanded upon.

Much like how the West embraced capitalism, the Soviet 
Union enforced the Marxists-Leninist doctrines. This ushered 
in an era of extreme politicization of science, where theoria 
non grata were efficiently suppressed. In order to be accepted, 
ideas had to conform to a variant of the philosophical notion 
of Dialectical Materialism (henceforth shortened to Diamat).

Founded by Friedrich Engels (1820-1895), Diamat quickly 
found an important disciple, Karl Marx. Simplified, the Marxist-
Leninist interpretation of Diamat ascribes everything to matter 
(hence materialist). Life, the mind and eternality are all matter. 
Consciousness and thought are products of matter organized 
in a particular way. The matter that one sees is all that exists: 
it is nature. Most importantly, Lenin claimed that matter was 
primary, meaning uncreated and eternal. Diamat was obviously 
not compatible with the supernatural, and Lenin and Marx firmly 
believed in the strength of science and that beliefs must be 
tested and confirmed before being accepted as knowledge.

Rejected science
Ironically, many data, and their ideas and proofs were 
suppressed or rejected simply because they did not conform 
to the Marxist-Leninist worldview. The 1930s marked the 
beginning of the Diamatization of Soviet cosmology. At first, 
partly due to a lack of proper instrumentation, prominent Soviet 
cosmologists denied the expanding universe. However, the 
western world was warming up to the idea of a ‘big bang’. 
Although not the prevailing theory at the time, Pope Pius XII, 
who had previously excommunicated the communists, was in 
favor of the Big Bang theory. According to him, rational argument 
had made the theory and its companion, heat death, very likely. 
A big bang obviously also pointed towards the creation of the 
universe, thus a creator, conveniently proving that God existed 
(the latter being the pope’s conclusion). The communists were 
not fond of the pope, to say the least. Furthermore, the Big 
Bang theory originated from Einstein’s equations. A theory that 

VARIA

Several notable Soviet leaders had very particular ideas 
about the way science should be done. The problem was 
that sometimes science didn't tend to agree. But would 
you want to tell Stalin that he and Lenin were wrong?
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was infinite and that the laws of thermodynamics did not 
apply everywhere. An eternal, infinite steady-state universe 
that was in cyclical flux. It was not a new idea. The founder 
of Diamat, Engels, was a militant atheist. He claimed that 
heath death was a contradiction as “in the existing world, 
more heat must always be converted into other energy than 
can be obtained by converting other energy into heat, so 
the original hot state, out of which things have cooled, is 
obviously inexplicable (…) and thus presumes a God”. The 
universe must be in eternal flux and thus is infinite. But, 
Soviets dismissed this theory because it implied finite space. 

"A theory that was against what 
Lenin and Marx said, that was 
endorsed by a religious leader 
and that was based on the work 
of a Jew? This was something the 
Soviets just couldn't accept."
The Soviets also thought that cosmology must have its 
foundations in philosophy, not empirical science. Hence they 
could claim that western cosmology was ‘ideologically evil’. 
Even after the acceptance of the Big Bang theory words such 
as ‘creation’ were still avoided due to religious associations. 
Because cosmology had to have its roots in philosophy, the 
Soviets largely rejected the concept of a universe. It was 
un-Marxists and more importantly, the concept of a universe 
as a theoretical construct reflected the idealism of capitalist 
science. Researchers proposed a ‘meta-galaxy’. This was a local 
object, the observable universe. The meta-galaxy was subject 
to empirical investigation and many Soviet scientist agreed 
that it could be expanding. But it was wrong to assume that 
properties of the meta-galaxy could be extrapolated to the whole 
universe, if a concept like that existed. Because how could one 
possibly assume that the entire universe was homogenous.  

Modern science
It was inevitable though that Soviet cosmology would 
modernize. However, this process was a lengthy one, outliving 
the nation that suppressed it. Throughout the early ‘40s and late 

‘50s, barely any Soviet cosmological research was conducted. 
If it was, it was often done for purely mathematical reasons, the 
researchers emphasizing that it was not based on the (naturally 
Diamat) reality. However, an increasing number of cosmologists 
found it difficult to otherwise justify the newfound evidence 
of redshift (light from galaxies that travelled away would, due 
to the Doppler effect, be shifted towards redder hues). This 
was dampened by the concept of the aforementioned meta-
galaxy. Soviet cosmology simply did not encompass the same 
scope. Nevertheless, when Stalin died in 1953, the USSR’s 
ideological grip waned, slightly. More contact was made 
between western and eastern scientists. Yet, it would only 
be until 1960s when, slowly, Soviet science adopted western 
cosmological ideas, and starting to publish an increasing 
number of their own. This is exemplified by researchers such 
as Yakov Zel’dovich (1914-1987) whose publications were 
technical, showing little of the previous ideologies. In the end, 
Zel’dovich even met with Pope John Paul II, claiming that “when 
I was younger I thought science and cosmology were able to 
explain the origins of the universe. Today I am not so sure!”. 
—
By: Kees Mommers (editor Van der Waals)

was against what Lenin and Marx said, that was endorsed by 
a religious leader and that was based on the work of a Jew? 
This was something the Soviets just couldn’t accept. Andrej 
Zhdanov (1896-1948) was swiftly appointed by Stalin to protect 
the USSR of bourgeois infiltration. Holding conferences, 
relativistic cosmology was denounced as “a cancerous 
tumor” and “decaying pseudoscience of (…) capitalism”.

Philosophical science
Due to Zhdanov’s fanatic speeches Soviet cosmology looked 
elsewhere. At first, it was obvious, then, that the universe 

The following article was largely based on “The 
Universe, the Cold War, and Dialectical 
Materialism” by Dr. Helge Kragh. For sources and 
further research, please consult Dr. Kragh’s article.
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Onderverdeeld in vijf categorieën (zie laatste pagina) identificeert 
Gartner dit jaar vijfendertig technologieën welke are poised to 
be the next most impactful technologies that have the poten-
tial to disrupt […] business, and must be actively monitored. 
Binnen die vijf categorieën zijn er grote verschillen tussen de 
technieken, maar vooral tussen de voorspelde duur totdat ze 
volwassen zijn. Sommige technologieën mogen we over minder 
dan twee jaar verwachten, andere waarschijnlijk niet voor 2030. 

De hypecyclus blijkt een aardig model voor het pad dat een 
nieuwe technologie volgt from cradle to grave. Een uitgebreide 
uiteenzetting over de hypecyclus laat ik in dit artikel achterwege. 
De namen voor de verschillende domeinen van de hypecyclus 
(zie de figuur op de volgende pagina) zijn voor het doel van 
dit artikel genoeg. Mocht je na het lezen van dit artikel meer 
willen weten over de methodologie in kwestie, kan ik het boek 
Mastering the Hype Cycle van Jackie Fenn en Mark Raskino 
van harte aanraden. Daarin worden de verschillende stadia 
van de hypecyclus op een uitnodigende manier uitgewerkt.

Slimme auto’s en neurale netwerken
Kunstmatige intelligentie (KI), hoe kan het ook anders, is het 
eerste aandachtsgebied van Gartner. Met maar liefst 30% 
van alle technieken is het ook meteen de grootste groep. Dat 
de hype rond KI groot is, mag geen verrassing heten. Het 
Parool kopte afgelopen juli UvA worstelt met grote groei studie 
Kunstmatige Intelligentie. Waar er vroeger jaarlijks 200 tot 300 
mensen aan de master begonnen, loopt dat aantal inmiddels zo 

uit de klauwen dat er vanaf aankomend collegejaar een numerus 
fixus is ingesteld. Of iets dichter bij huis: ik ben de tel kwijt van 
het aantal keren dat professor Maarten Steinbuch – hoogleraar 
bij de vakgroep Control Systems Technologie aan de TU Eind-
hoven – bij DWDD mocht komen praten over zelfrijdende auto’s.

"Deep Neural Nets vinden gretig 
aftrek in de vloeistofdynamica."

Niet onterecht overigens, want autonome auto’s zijn al jaren 
niet weg te denken uit de voorspellingen van Gartner. De 
tijdsduur blijft wel toenemen: in 2012 zouden autonome 
auto’s er binnen 10 jaar zijn. Dat de realiteit weerbarstiger is, 
leert ons dezelfde grafiek in 2018. Een binaire vraag, wel of 
niet autonoom, is het allang niet meer. Er moet een getrapt 
schema van zes autonomieniveaus aan te pas komen. Indus-
triële voortrekker Tesla haalt niveau 2: autonoom in selecte 
situaties waarbij de bestuurder nog te allen tijde paraat moet 
staan om in te grijpen. Als Amerikaanse wetgeving niet te erg 
in de weg zit, zal de A8 van Audi dit jaar voor het eerst niveau 
3  bereiken. Dan hoef je in die selecte situaties niet meer 
paraat te staan. Pas bij niveaus 4 en 5 kunnen we spreken 
over echt autonome auto’s die (bijna) alles zelf doen, maar 
dat duurt dus nog een flinke tijd. Professor Steinbuch zal de 
komende jaren dus nog wel eens aanschuiven bij DWDD.

Hype hype hype!

VARIA

Elk jaar in augustus brengt adviesbureau Gartner zijn hype cycle of emerging technologies uit, een 
doorkijkje in de veelbelovendste technische ontwikkelingen van het moment. Hoewel zeer zeker 
geen alleszeggende of -overkoepelende voorspellingen, zijn ze vaak verrassend accuraat. Het zijn 
in ieder geval de technieken die in De Wereld Draait Door onthaald zullen worden als de gróótste 
doorbraak op gebied X sinds de ontdekking van Y waar vervolgens iedereen een mening over heeft. 
Enkele maanden later zullen ze echter alweer verdwenen zijn uit het collectief geheugen: een hype. 
Dat het vaak nog tien jaar gaat duren voordat de consument er wat mee kan – als het product al niet 
voortijdig sneuvelt – vertelt Matthijs van Nieuwkerk er namelijk niet bij.
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Deep Neural Nets (DNN) zitten ook in de pipeline. Behalve als 
voer voor SciFi-schrijvers en robots vrezende onheilsprofeten 
vindt deze techniek inmiddels gretig aftrek bij natuurkun-
digen, met name in de vloeistofdynamica. De kiem hiervoor 
werd in 2016 gelegd door Ling, Kurzawski en Templeton, die 
een DNN-algoritme schreven om beter en sneller turbulente 
modellen op basis van de Reynoldsgemiddelde Navier-Stokes-
vergelijkingen (RANS-vergelijkingen) te genereren. Dat is geen 
prettig klusje en DNN is een uitkomst. Het vermoeden is dat 
DNN de komende jaren grote impact zal hebben op het model-
leren van complexe stromingen en in z’n algemeenheid op 
het modelleren van hoogdimensionale, complexe systemen. 
Natuurkundigen zijn duidelijk ook niet ongevoelig voor een hype 
hier en daar: DNN staat in het hoogste puntje van de peak of 
inflated expectations, de top der overdreven verwachtingen.

Digitale ecosystemen
Bij digitale ecosystemen gaat de hype vooral over block-
chain en het Internet der Dingen (IoT). Hoewel wat mij 
betreft niet de meest belangrijke ontwikkelingen voor natuur-
kundigen, zijn het op maatschappelijk vlak twee ontzet-
tend impactvolle technische ontwikkelingen. Blockchain 
biedt grotere transparantie van besluitvorming en heeft 
daarmee inmiddels de valutamarkt flink wakker geschud.

IoT verbindt alles met het internet en biedt daarmee 
mogelijkheden tot productoptimalisatie voor bedrijven en voor 
consumenten veel grotere controle over hun huis-tuin-en-
keukenapparatuur. Natuurlijk groeit hiermee ook de angst dat 
je lokale geheime dienst meeluistert via de koelkast, maar voor 

de duurzaamheidslobby is het perfect reclamemateriaal. Doe 
je koelkast zo kort mogelijk open, Rusland luistert misschien 
wel mee! Voor de natuurkundige is evenwel ook hier een (klein) 
belang. Blockchain wordt geopperd als goede ontwikkeling 
op het gebied van publicaties en de strijd om open access, 
een probleem dat zijn climax nadert nu het zelfs prominent 
op de Europese agenda staat. Met betrekking tot IoT vond ik 
ook een artikel van de American Physical Society. Daarin wil 
men graag dat er vaart wordt gezet achter de kwantumcom-
puter (waarover later in dit artikel meer) en wordt daarnaast 
een oproep gedaan voor nieuwe typen batterijen; die zijn in 
IoT-apparatuur blijkbaar een belangrijke factor voor succes.

DIY Biohacking
Een derde interessegebied is DIY (Do-It-Yourself) biohac-
king: spelen met de natuur op het scheidsvlak van techno-
logie en biologie. De mogelijkheden zijn erg gevarieerd. Zo 
ontluikt de biochip, ook wel lab-on-a-chip, de mogelijkheid 
om in derdewereldlanden – verstoken van de laboratoria 
waar onze ziekenhuizen hun monsters naartoe sturen – toch 
vast te stellen of iemand aan een bepaalde ziekte lijdt. 

Daarnaast wordt er veel onderzoek gedaan naar het groeien 
van spieren in een potje, dat bijvoorbeeld het groeien van 
hartkleppen mogelijk maakt (waar niemand minder dan onze 
rector magnificus Frank Baaijens zich mee bezighoudt) maar 
dat op termijn ook het groeien van kunstmatige huid voor 
robots mogelijk maakt. Ironisch is dat we ook hard werken aan 
brein-computerinterfaces en exoskeletten. Als alles ‘meezit’ 
lijken robots straks meer op mensen dan mensen. u

Dit is hem dan, de Gartner Hype Cycle of Emerging Technologies 2018. Bron: Gartner, 2018. www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner.
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Volumetrische beeldschermen en een 
nieuwe generatie lithiumbatterijen
u Niet getreurd voor wie het implanteren van chips en het 
aanpassen van een exoskelet toch nog wat te ver gaan. Ook 
in het samenleven met technologie zijn er mooie ontwikke-
lingen op handen. De volumetrische beeldschermen komen er 
bijvoorbeeld aan: schermen die – net als in Star Wars – dingen 
in 3D kunnen weergeven. Zo komen de hologrammen waar 
Korneel Ridderbeek het in de vorige editie over had erg dichtbij.

Een andere interessante ontwikkeling is de lithiumbatterij 
op basis van een siliciumanode: ten opzichte van de huidige 
grafietanodes zou daarmee een factor tien aan opslagcapaciteit 
gewonnen kunnen worden, waarmee je iPhone toch weer een 
paar gram lichter zou kunnen worden. Op dit moment wordt er 
nog geworsteld met problemen op het gebied van opzwelling: 
een volledig geladen materiaal is 3x groter dan een ongeladen 
materiaal (wat vrij problematisch is voor telefoons die nu al 
richting formaatje tablet gaan). Daarnaast is het materiaal nog 
niet in staat een voldoende groot aantal laadcycli te doorstaan.

Ik kan het niet laten om ook kort het 4D-printen aan te stippen. 
Waar 3D-geprinte materialen het van de laserprinter wonnen 
in de hoogte, gaat de 4D-printer weer een dimensie verder: 
de tijd. Het ontwikkelen van zelf-evoluerende materialen die 
temporeel kunnen veranderen is de inzet. Zulke materialen 
kunnen bijvoorbeeld reageren op temperatuur, druk, de aanwe-
zigheid van bepaalde gassen, chemische stimuli of licht.

Neuromorfische hardware, koolstofnanobuisjes 
en, grote verrassing, kwantumcomputers
Onder de noemer van alomtegenwoordige infrastructuur vinden 
we ten slotte de technieken waar menig natuurkundig hart 
sneller van gaat kloppen. Koolstofnanobuisjes en kwantumcom-
puters hebben het, net als in 2017, tot de hypecyclus geschopt.

The Gartner Hype Cycle of Emerging Technol-
ogies is a yearly prognosis by consultancy firm 

Gartner. It identifies significant technological develop-
ments which "have the potential to disrupt [...] business, 
and must be actively monitored." This article delineates 
some of the more interesting (subject to personal prefer-
ence, of course) developments prognosed in diverse areas 
such as artificial intelligence, labs-on-a-chip and quantum 
computing. The interested reader might consult: https://
www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/5-trends-emerge-
in-gartner-hype-cycle-for-emerging-technologies-2018/.

De ontwikkelingen uit de hypecyclus ingedeeld per categorie. 

Bron: Gartner, 2018. www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner.

Maar eerst nog iets anders: neuromorfische hardware. Neuro-
morfische hardware is wat je krijgt als wetenschappers 
neurale netwerken wel érg letterlijk nemen. Waar KI handelt 
naar de geest van het menselijk brein, handelt neuromorfi-
sche hardware naar de letter. Waarom softwarematig imple-
menteren wat je ook in een wafer kunt etsen? Door ontwik-
kelingen op het gebied van halfgeleiders te combineren met 
immer groeiende kennis op het gebied van de biologische 
en fysische mechanismes die ten grondslag liggen aan ons 
zenuwstelsel, ontvouwt zich de mogelijkheid om een dergelijk 
zenuwstelsel in silico na te maken. Chipbakker Intel beweert 
dat zijn in 2017 uitgebrachte chip Loihi een factor duizend in 
energie-efficiëntie wint op conventionele computerarchitec-
tuur als het aankomt op het trainen van neurale netwerken.

Koolstofnanobuisjes zijn gebaseerd op grafeen, dat wonder-
materiaal met ogenschijnlijk eindeloze mogelijkheden. Zijn 
allereerste producent, Nobelprijswinnaar André Geim, hebben 
we in de afgelopen editie van N! gehuldigd als BNN'er. Kool-
stofnanobuisjes hebben een aardje naar hun vaartje: behalve 
een Wikipediapagina waarop wordt uitgelegd wat ze zijn (kort 
antwoord: opgerolde lagen grafeen) is er een volledige aparte 
pagina gewijd aan de potentiële applicaties. Het moge een hype 
zijn maar met zoveel mogelijkheden zal er vast wel iets blijven 
plakken. Zo heeft meneer Geim het immers ook ooit gedaan.

Ten slotte nog een kort woordje over kwantumcomputers. Die 
staan ook al jaren in de hypecyclus. Duizenden keren sneller dan 
een conventionele computer maar ook de nagel aan de doodskist 
van hedendaagse encryptietechnieken. Richard Feynman zag 
ooit voor zich dat we met de kwantumcomputer in staat zouden 
zijn om op kwantumschaal moleculaire interacties uit te rekenen. 

Afgelopen jaar slaagden wetenschappers precies daarin: bij 
IBM werd de precieze structuur van berylliumhydride met 
een kwantumcomputer gesimuleerd. En dat met een luttele 
zeven qubits. Google werkt momentaal aan een apparaat 
met 72 qubits. Feynman zou zich in de handen wrijven. Zijn 
kwantumcomputers een hype? Isaac Chuang, hoogleraar aan 
MIT, vat het als volgt samen: "The thing driving the hype is 
the realization that quantum computing is actually real. It is no 
longer a physicist's dream – it is an engineer's nightmare."

—
Door: Jens Peter Frankemölle (redactielid Van der Waals)
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These universities and companies are often contacted through 
our own academic staff, who are part of a widespread global 
network of intellectuals. For this reason, the excursions that are 
realized are truly unique and otherwise impossible. Of course, 
local cultural highlights are also visited to allow the participants 
to enjoy the cities we visit to its fullest potential. This year, the 
committee chose to visit the self-proclaimed best country in 
the world and its humble and forgiving neighbor: the USA and 
Canada. We visited a total of four cities and we also spent a 
couple of days at a provincial park in Canada. While it is hard to 
compress our experiences in words, this is my best attempt.

The first city we have visited was the city that never sleeps, 
the Big Apple: New York City. This was the city that we spent 
most of our time in, for a total of seven days and eight nights. 
We landed in the evening and (most of us) had a good night’s 
sleep for what was to come. We went to New York University 
(NYU), the headquarters of IBM and Columbia University in three 
consecutive days: a lot to digest right after landing in such a busy 
city! Luckily, we could relax and enjoy a truly American expe-

Study Tour Abroad 2018
VARIA

In the summer of 2018, members of our beloved study association organized a Study Tour 
Abroad (in Dutch: grote buitenlandse excursie, or grote BuEx for short). A short recap 
as to what this means: every year, a committee is assigned to organize an intercontinental 
journey for a group of students of our study association. During the tour, universities and 
companies within our field of interest are visited, as well as cultural and tourist highlights. 
Additionally, one member of the academic staff of the faculty joins the students to ensure 
the professional quality of the study tour, but also to just have a good time.

Citi Field, the home stadium of the New York Mets. Impressive stadium, 

boring game, expensive beers, but great fun overall.

rience on the evening after the NYU visit: we attended a New 
York Mets baseball game. While the first three hours were the 
most boring hours in recorded sports history with not a single 
point scored by either team, the entire stadium was set ablaze 
(figuratively, not literally) when a homerun was made in the 10th 

(!) inning (when teams switch from batting to catching), resulting 
in an instant win for the Mets. Another interesting thing about 
the game was that every interval between innings was used to 
promote a wacky race, a weird minigame, or was just used to 
straight-up advertise products. During our visit in New York we 
also had a tranquil boat tour around Manhattan, providing a view 
of the impressive skyline like you couldn’t have seen otherwise.
 
After a day off we continued our journey by travelling to Boston. 
The city, with an order of magnitude less inhabitants than the 
previous one, made sure that we could catch a breath before 
we would indulge ourselves in the highly technological visits to 
come. We visited MIT, Harvard, C2Sense and Formlabs. The 
latter two are startups on the brink of becoming tech companies 
and the first two hopefully don’t need explaining. Being invited u 

The sun setting over Manhattan during our boat cruise. During the 

cruise, everyone got a unique view of (or under) the Brooklyn Bridge.
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u to visit MIT and Harvard was astounding: we could get an 
inside look into two of the best universities in the world. With 
every university visit - especially at MIT and Harvard - we were 
shown the equipment used to conduct research within a wide 
range of physics: from condensed matter to astrophysics, and 
from biophysics to flow dynamics. In Boston, we also walked 
the Boston Freedom Trail: a path through the city center passing 
many historical sites that played a fundamental role in the history 
of the city of Boston and the American Revolutionary War. 
Lastly, just before leaving the USA we joined a whale-watching 
tour and we successfully spotted humpback whales. The surpri-
singly quick (approximately 60 km/h) boat ride to and from the 
whales ensured another soothing end of our visit to a great city.

To reach our next destination, Montréal, we had to cross the 
Canadian border, which eventually everyone succeeded in! 

After an exhausting night we rose in the morning to visit Hydro 
Québec, a hydro-electrical generation and distribution facility. 
Coupled with a visit to McGill University and Centech (a business 
incubator) this meant that our experiences in Montréal had a very 
technological nature. Sadly, the weather wasn’t that great when 
we were there. However, the bar inside our hostel was great. 
Since our scientific supervisor (Liesbeth Janssen, preferably 
Lizzy) would leave our journey after Montréal, we concluded 
our stay in Montréal with a karaoke-night to never forget.

After visiting all these crowded cities, we went a bit more 
down to earth for our next destination. We travelled to a 
remote town called Maynooth: with us visiting, the number 
of inhabatants probably doubled! The hostel had a remarkable 
owner who handed us all the keys to the building (with the 
exception of the main entrance because it didn’t have a lock: 
apparently there was no theft/crime in Maynooth) and we 
had complete control over the kitchen. We used this kitchen 
twice to make our own dinner, which resulted in a very cosy 
atmosphere (especially when it started raining). Occasionally, 
some locals barged into the hostel to get something out of the 
kitchen or just hang out, which offered interesting encounters 
too! In Algonquin Provincial Park, a park the size a quarter 
of Belgium, we hiked for one day and canoed for another 
one. After all the things we had done up to this point, these 
activities were very relaxing. It's safe to say that our stay in 
Maynooth was a welcome stop in the middle of our journey.

Our next destination was Toronto, which locals also called ‘The 
clean New York’ which turned out to be an excellent description 
of the city. Starting with two days of free time in a row enabled 
us to discover the city before we had actual excursions, like the 
Kensington Market with lots of different cuisines. By then, the 
group was very close such that interchangeable groups formed 
naturally with different tastes and plans. I also participated in an 
open-mic night of the hostel, which I ended up winning through 
my musical talent but mostly through 'vriendjespolitiek'. Besides 
a visit to Liburdi (a company that repairs and further develops 
turbines) and University of Toronto, we also paid a visit to the 
nearby Niagara Falls. Obviously, the Falls were very impressive; 
especially when we entered the horseshoe-shaped falls with 
a boat, we could literally experience the water coming down.

After our experience in Toronto, we headed ‘home’ to New 
York City once more, where we had our ‘last supper’ before 
our journey would come to an end. One more day of free 
time allowed everyone to do anything in New York City that 
they missed in the first couple of days. After all this time the 
city truly started feeling like a home, where we mastered 
the subway stations and could easily find our way in the 
streets and avenues. However, everyone felt glad to go 
back to the Netherlands (except for Jurre, who continued 
his journey to see family in the USA). After a long night we 
returned to Schiphol, where we said goodbye and headed 
home for our welcoming beds… What a journey it has 
been! I might even say it’s the greatest so far. It’s true.

—
By: Joep Nieuwdorp (editor Van der Waals)

Our beautiful purple home in Maynooth, close to Algonquin Park.

The top photo depicts a waterfall we encountered while canoeing, the 

bottom photo shows the beauty of the park (and the weather!).
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WETENSCHAP

Chirped pulse amplification
Sinds de ontwikkeling van de laser in de jaren 1960 
streeft men naar kortere en in het bijzonder intensere 
lichtpulsen. Dankzij andere ontwikkelingen in de laser-
fysica, zoals Q-switching en mode locking was het moge-
lijk om een goed gedefinieerde pulstrein te maken van 
pulsen met een duur tot de picoseconde (10-12 s).

In dezelfde periode van 1960 tot 1970 steeg de (gefocus-
seerde) intensiteit per puls met wel zes ordes van grootte. 
Niets leek deze trend te kunnen stoppen, totdat het vanaf 
begin jaren 1970 duidelijk werd dat het praktisch niet meer 

haalbaar was om kortere pulsen met conventionele verster-
kers te produceren. Het actieve materiaal in de versterker 
kon de hoge lichtintensiteit simpelweg niet aan en ging 
kapot. Verfijningen van conventionele versterkers vonden 
in deze periode nog wel plaats, maar het was duide-
lijk dat men het over een andere boeg moest gooien.

De oplossing die Strickland en Mourou in deze periode voor 
ogen hadden, was simpel en elegant tegelijk. In plaats van 
de oorspronkelijke puls te versterken, moest deze eerst 
enkele ordes van grootte in tijd worden opgerekt. Hierdoor 
is het piekvermogen veel lager en kan de puls zonder

Het Nobelcomité van de Koninklijke Zweedse Academie voor Wetenschappen heeft dit 
jaar besloten twee uitvindingen op het gebied van laserfysica te eren met de Nobelprijs voor 
natuurkunde: het optisch pincet, ontwikkeld door Arthur Ashkin, en chirped pulse amplification, 
ontwikkeld door Gérard Mourou en zijn toenmalige promovenda Donna Strickland. Volgens het 
comité hebben deze ontwikkelingen de laserfysica radicaal veranderd en dragen hun toepassingen 
direct bij aan het verbeteren van onze maatschappij. Wat houden deze uitvindingen eigenlijk in?

Figuur 1: Werking van chirped pulse amplification (CPA). Het succes van de CPA-techniek zit hem in het feit dat voorkomen wordt dat de versterker 

bezwijkt onder te hoge lichtintensiteit. Bron: De Koninklijke Zweedse Academie voor Wetenschappen. © Johan Jarnestad.
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problemen door een (conventionele) versterker gestuurd 
worden. Door deze versterkte, maar sterk in tijd opgerekte 
puls daarna weer in tijd te comprimeren, verkrijgen we een 
puls met de juiste korte duur en hoge intensiteit. Chirped 
pulse amplification (CPA) was, conceptueel, geboren!

Veel werk zat in het ontwikkelen van de methodes om de puls 
op te rekken en te comprimeren en dat ging niet zonder slag 
of stoot. Initieel wilde het paar een glasvezel van 2,5 kilometer 
lang gebruiken, die door middel van dispersie van het licht in 
het glas de puls op zou rekken. De glasvezel bleek echter een 
breuk te hebben. Zonder alternatieven moest het maar met een 
kortere versie van 1,4 km werken en de puls ging hiermee van 
2 ps naar 300 ps. Vervolgens werd de puls door een regene-
ratieve versterker gestuurd en daarna door een dubbele tralie 
weer gecomprimeerd. De oorspronkelijke pulsenergie ging van 
ongeveer een nanojoule naar het miljoenvoudige: 1 mJ! In 1985 
verscheen hierover het wetenschappelijk artikel, met Strickland 
en Mourou als eerste en tweede auteur. Figuur 1 toont een 
schematische weergave van de huidige implementatie van CPA.

Het optisch pincet
Arthur Ashkin vroeg zichzelf na het zien van de tractor 
beam in Star Trek af of zoiets ook buiten science fiction kon 
bestaan: kunnen kleine objecten worden gemanipuleerd 
met een laserstraal? Ashkin realiseerde zich natuurlijk dat 
licht impuls kan overdragen en dat er dus met een licht-
bundel ook een bepaalde stralingsdruk samenhangt.

Kort na de ontwikkeling van de laser voegde hij, in Bell Labora-
tories, de daad bij het woord en plaatste een transparant plastic 

balletje van ongeveer een micrometer groot in een laserstraal. En 
ja hoor, niet alleen kon hij de balletjes doen laten bewegen met de 
laserstraal, hij vond ook dat de balletjes vanwege de intensiteits-
verdeling van de laserstraal naar het midden hiervan verplaatsten. 
Door de laserbundel omhoog te laten schijnen, kon hij zelfs een 
balletje in het midden van de bundel laten zweven: de stralings-
druk van de laserstraal werd gecompenseerd door de zwaar-
tekracht. Iets soortgelijks gebeurt bij het badkamerexperiment 
waarbij een tafeltennisballetje in de luchtstroom uit een föhn kan 
worden gevangen. Hiermee was het optisch pincet een feit!

Met behulp van het optisch pincet zijn veel belangrijke 
(biologische) processen onderzocht. De mechanische eigen-
schappen van zogenaamde moleculaire motoren, moleculen 
die essentieel werk in onze cellen verrichten, zijn bijvoor-
beeld in kaart gebracht. Het eerste molecuul dat hiermee 
door Ashkin werd bestudeerd is kinesine dat, zo blijkt, zich 
stapsgewijs langs het celskelet beweegt, zie figuur 2.
—
Door: Ferdi van de Wetering (redactielid VENI)

Figuur 2: Met het optisch pincet kan het 'lopen' van het kinesinemolecuul over het celskelet in kaart worden gebracht. Bron: De Koninklijke Zweedse 

Academie voor Wetenschappen. © Johan Jarnestad.

of laser physics". Half of the prize went to Arthur 
Ashkin "for the optical tweezers and their application 
to biological systems" and the other half was shared 
between Gérard Mourou and Donna Strickland 
"for their method of generating high-intensity,
ultra-short optical pulses".

Geboren: 2 september 
1922, New York, VS
Af fi liatie: Bell 
Laboratories, 
Holmdel, VS
Motivatie: Voor het 
optisch pincet en de 
toepassing hiervan op 
biologische systemen.

Donna  StricklandGérard MourouArthur Ashkin
Geboren: 22 juni 1944, 
Albertville, Frankrijk
Af fi liatie: École 
Polytechnique, 
Palaiseau, Frankrijk 
& Universiteit van 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, VS
Motivatie: Voor de 
methode om optische 
pulsen van hoge 
intensiteit en ultrakorte 
duur te generen.

Geboren: 27 mei 1959, 
Guelph, Canada
Af fi liatie: Universiteit 
van Waterloo, Canada
Motivatie: Voor de 
methode om optische 
pulsen van hoge 
intensiteit en ultrakorte 
duur te generen.

Illustraties: Niklas Elmehed. © Nobel Media.

Het kinesinemolecuul bindt aan een 
klein balletje dat wordt vastgehouden 
met een optisch pincet.

Kinesine loopt weg langs het 
celskelet. Hierdoor trekt het aan 
het balletje, wat het mogelijk 
maakt deze stapsgewijze 
beweging te meten.

Uiteindelijk kan het motormolecuul 
de terugtrekkende kracht niet langer 
aan en zal het celskelet loslaten. 
Hierdoor schiet het balletje weer 
terug naar het bundelcentrum.

1 2 3

   laserstraal

balletje kinesinemolecuul

        celskelet

The 2018 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded 
"for groundbreaking inventions in the field 
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Stevin was born in the city of Bruges (Brugge) in 1548, after 
which he would call himself: Simon Stevin Brugensis. One 
might argue that, because Bruges is located in modern-day 
Flanders (Vlaanderen), Stevin is not Dutch at all. However, 
during that time, all of modern-day Flanders was located 
inside of the Seventeen Provinces, collectively called the 
Habsburg Netherlands. And as you will soon find out, Stevin 
was definitely of enormous value to the beautiful country of 
the Netherlands. Stevin was the love child of Antonius Stevin, a 
descendant of a line of mayors from the city of Veurne, located 
in West Flanders. It is likely that this gave him the opportunity 
to enjoy a proper education. However, little is known as to 
his whereabouts in the first thirty years of his life. One of the 
things that we do know is that he travelled through Prussia, 
Poland, Sweden, and Norway in these years, as he writes 
about his experiences there in some of his later works. Again, 
it is quite clear that Stevin was not a poor man, and also one 
to broaden his own horizon. In 1581 he settled at Leiden, 
and in 1583 he was registered at the university of Leiden. 
There, he was free to develop, write, and publish his works.

Publications
And publish he would: within eight years, from 1582 up to 1590, 
he published eight works. These publications covered topics 
ranging from economics to physics, but were always grounded 
in worldly reason and mathematics, and written with a very 
practical intent. After all, Stevin was a man of grounded reason 
and practicality. This is well-reflected in one of his famous 
statements: "wonder en is gheen wonder", which means that 
wonders don't exist and everyting can be determined by reason. 
In his first work, named ‘Tafelen van interest, mitsgaders de 
constructive der selver’, Stevin would display tables which 
bankers used to calculate interest on loans and savings. These 
were closely guarded secrets before, but, due to Stevin, all of the 
middle and upper class of the Netherlands could now calculate 
their interest. In another work, named ‘De Thiende’, Stevin intro-
duced decimal fractions. These were a very practical improve-
ment over the until then used sexagesimal fractions, fractions 
in base sixty. However, they were not brought in practice until 
after the French revolution. Stevin also published works on pure 
mathematics, architecture, militairy design, law, and even music.

But, Stevin did not only write, as he was really an applied scien-
tist. He also carried out experiments himself. One famous exper-
iment performed by Stevin, together with Jan Cornets de Groot, 
father to the famous Hugo de Groot, was performed to disprove 
the assumption that more massive objects fall faster. Today, we, 
and especially physics students, know that this is nonsense. 
At the time, this myth was still common belief. Stevin and De 
Groot dropped two massive spheres of equal size but substan-
tially different mass from a tower of the 'Nieuwe Kerk' in Delft. 
As you would expect, the spheres hit the ground at prac-
tically the same time, disproving this myth years before 
Galileo Galilei would do the same. However, Galilei 
would receive quite a lot of fame for his experiment, 
whereas Stevin and De Groot received much less, not 
being credited for this experiment nearly as much.

Clootcrans proof
Also during this period, his most famous proof was published: 
the famous ‘Clootcransbewijs’, published in his book ‘De 
Beghinselen der Weeghconst’, of which Stevin himself was 
very proud. He would even display the illustration he had 
made for clarifying the proof on the front page of this publica-
tion. This very illustration can also be found in the logo of the 
study association for Mechanical Engineering “W.S.V. Simon 
Stevin”, named after this extraordinary scientist. Stevin’s 
pride was not unjustified, however. The famous mathema-
tician Joseph-Louis Lagrange found this proof to be very 
ingenious, more than a century after Stevin had published 
this prided proof. The proof concerns the balance of forces 
on edges of a triangle and is given in the form of a thought 
experiment, of which I will give a simplified form below.

Take a right-angled triangle with its hypotenuse placed horizon-
tally and the length of the second side being twice the length of 
the third side. Hang a string with equidistantly attached identical 
beads from this triangle, so that four beads rest on the second 
side and two on the third side. If the sum of the components of 
the weight of the beads parallel to the second side would not 
equal the sum of those components parallel to the third side, 
then the beads would start rolling spontaneously, which cannot 
be true. In conclusion: the ratio of the component of weight of 

Simon Stevin
BNN

Some would say that Simon Stevin was not a physicist, 
but rather a mechanical engineer. While it is true that 
Stevin was a phenominal engineer, he was not just that. 
Stevin was a man of many disciplines, including physics 
and mathematics, and a real applied scientist.
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a bead parallel to the second side and the component of weight 
of a bead parallel to the third side is equal to the ratio of the third 
side to the second side. Working from this elegant, geometrical 
proof, Stevin performs twelve other derivations, which together 
only account for one of fifty-two proposals that are proven and 
expanded on in the book. Evidently, the sheer amount of proofs 
and reasonings Stevin published in these years is admirable, 
considering these proofs were also seen as very elegant.

Linguistical purism
Even though Stevin was a stunningly clever physicist, physics 
was not his only talent, nor his only passion. Stevin was also 
an enormous supporter of the Dutch language, and especially 
of using it for academic purposes. Stevin would even go as far 
as to state that Adam and Eve, the first two humans according 
to the Old Testament, would have spoken Dutch, or ‘Duytsch’ 
in his own words, in Paradise. He argued that Dutch was 
the primal language, a language from which other languages 
descended, because Dutch has the most short words and 
allows for convenient compound words to be constructed. 
Nowadays, we know this is false of course, as Dutch is a 
Germanic language, descending from Old Frankish. However, 
Stevin did give Dutch a fair amount of words we still use 
today, such as:  ‘evenwijdig’ (parallel), ‘langwerpig’ (oblong), 
‘loodrecht’ (perpendicular), and even the word ‘vlak’ (plane).

Career in the Dutch military
In 1593, Stevin was named adviser to the army and personal 
mathematics teacher to Maurice (Maurits), the Prince of Orange 
himself. The prince was in need of a talented engineer, to aid in 
the Eighty Years' War against the Spanish. Warfare in this time 
revolved mainly around sieges, so the Dutch Republic needed 
strong defences to protect its cities from the Spanish artillery. 
Here, Stevin found his calling. In 1594, he published his book 
‘De Stercktenbouwing’, in which he systematically describes 
in great detail how one should build a fortress: at what angles 
different walls should meet, the ideal shape of a bulwark, etc. 
However, these ideas and principles were not all new and 
original. Stevin drew heavily from Italian engineers and used 
many of their ideas, adapting them to suit the Dutch cities. The 
prince also made Stevin responsible for the layout of the army 
camps. The engineer was known to make scale models of 
the camps, so he could shuffle around cards that represented 
the different parts of a camp. He only allowed construction 
of camp to start after he had found the ideal layout and he, 
together with his men, had marked off all construction sites. 
All of Stevin’s and Maurice’s vigorous work led to a significant 
strengthening of the defences of the young Republic, allowing 
it to succesfully resist the Spanish armies. Stevin is sometimes 
even considered to be the father of the Old-Dutch fortification 
system (oud-Nederlandse vestingstelsel), for which the Dutch 
Republic would remain famous for many years after Stevin.

Relations with the prince
During the time he was the prince’s teacher, Stevin wrote 
his ‘Wisconstighe Ghedachtenissen’: his thoughts of math-
ematics. In this book, he published the material which he 
had taught the prince. This included not only mathematics, 
but also mechanics, accounting, astronomy, and navigation 

theory. From the contents of this publication, it becomes clear 
that Stevin is supportive of the heliocentric model. In fact, 
he is one of the earliest supporters of this model in all of the 
country, and was even ridiculed for it by other scientists.

Besides being a teacher to the prince, Stevin also acted as the 
prince’s bookkeeper. In order to do this in the most accurate 
way possible, he would use doubly-entry bookkeeping, which 
was very uncommon at the time. This system for bookkeeping 
is more laborious than single-entry bookkeeping, as for every 
transaction, two entries have to be written, but it allows for 
the far easier detection of errors. But Stevin and the prince 
must also have had some free time on their hands, as one of 
the thing Stevin was known for at the time, was the sailing 
wagon he constructed. This was a wagon with four wheels, 
with a sail attached in the middle. This allowed for the wagon 
to be pushed by the wind instead of being pulled by a horse. 
Because of this, the sailing wagon had the potential to be 
much faster than any other mode of transportation on land, 
but could of course only travel along the coast. But when 
the winds were good, it could travel up to forty kilometers 
per hour. However, the idea of a wagon pushed by the wind 
also did not come from Stevin himself, as there are accounts 
from China before Stevin ever built one. Nonetheless, it was 
a marvel at the time and a priced procession of the prince, 
who would often take prominent guests to ride it with him.

The end
After nearly twenty years of service in the army, Stevin retired, 
buying a house in The Hague (Den Haag) in 1612. There, he 
would live together with Catherina Craij, whom he would 
marry in 1616. The two would have four children: Frederiek 
in 1612, Hendrick in 1613, Susanna in 1615, and Levina, 
possibly in 1616. During this time, Stevin was already in his 
sixties, even nearing his seventies. He was an old man, and 
he could not enjoy his family for long, as he passed away in 
1620, at the age of 72. He left behind many manuscripts about 
plenty of subjects like architecture, music, fortifications, mill 
construction, and army organization. In the early nineteenth 
century, the ‘Simon Stevinplein’ in Bruges was named after 
him, and roughly twenty years later, a statue of Stevin was 
placed on the square. And in Eindhoven, we can all remember 
him every time we look at the name of the study associa-
tion for Mechanical Engineering 'W.S.V. Simon Stevin'.

—
By: Yuri Janson (editor Van der Waals)

Simon Stevin's achievements:

• Clootcrans proof

• Military engineer

• Linguistical purisms

• The royal sailing wagon
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This edition's puzzle is a throwback to the history of math-
ematical symbols. Encrypted in this nonogram there is 
hidden a preceding symbol to our beloved factorial. Namely, 
this symbol was commonly used until 1808, when Christian 
Kramp introduced the exclamation mark to denote a facto-
rial. A fun fact is that Kramp was actually determined to use a 
different symbol. However, he was tight on time for submis-
sion of his paper. Thus the local press company had no time 
to produce this strange mathematical symbol. Therefore, they 
used a symbol that was at hand: the exclamation mark.
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Nonogram
A nonogram consists out of rows and columns with corre-
sponding numbers. These numbers indicate the length 
of continuous cells that have to be colored. E.G. 7 1 7 
means that there are three unbroken lines of each 7, 1 
and 7, filled-in cells, respectively. However, the white 
spacing between the three lines is left to puzzle for.

Don't forget to send your findings to redactie@vdwaals.nl
to win some Borrel vouchers! Bonus: are you able to iden-
tify who introduced this particular symbol for the factorial?
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Some of you took on the challenge to escape a vicious spider 
while rowing on a lake. Here is the solution to your escape: 
We know that we row with a speed v and that the spider 
walks with a speed 4v. It is important for us to maximize the 
distance the spider has to travel. So, the spider has to walk 
half the circumference of the lake, which is πR. Running at 
speed 4v, the spider will get to us in t = πR/4v. In that same 
time, we must row a distance d to the edge of the lake. 
The maximum value for d is therefore d = πR/4. Any closer 
to the center of the lake, and the spider will catch us. 

Now that we know this, we can row to our starting point which 
is r < 0.25R (note that r is the radius from the middle of the lake 
to our boat). In that region, we can stay diametrically opposed 
to the spider. We know that d = πR/4. This corresponds to 
r = (R-d), which gives r = (1-π/4)R = 0.2146R. This means that 
we escape the spider if we start from 0.2146R < r < 0.25R. 
Four contestants got this right, and are therefore crowned 
winner of this puzzle. Congratulation to Harm Wieldraaijer, Dirk 
Trienekens, Willie van den Dungen and Walther Goethals. You 
can collect your Borrelbon in the Van der Waals room. Please, 
do not provoke any spiders. You may not escape next time! 

Answer to the six-legged spider
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8 7

8 4
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9 8
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2 6 5

4

6

5 9

Sudoku
Some of you might not be very artistic, and don't want 
to color cells in a nonogram. You might feel more affili-
ation with numbers concentrated in rows and columns. 
In that case, this sudoku is something for you!

Each row and column must consist out of the numbers 1 
to 9. Additionally, the 3x3 subgrids should also consists 
out of the number 1 to 9. You are not allowed to use the 
same number twice in a row, column, and subgrid.

Good luck, puzzeling! Solutions to the sudoku can 
be send to redactie@vdwaals.nl. There is also a 
change of winning great prices: Borrel vouchers!
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